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Alzheimer’s LINX™
Alzheimer’s Associated Immune Reactivity
The results from your Alzheimer’s LINX™ test provide personalized information regarding environmental 
and physiological risk factors that may play a role in the development of Alzheimer’s disease.

Alzheimer’s LINX™ is the most comprehensive and advanced risk assessment test for cognitive decline.  
It is performed by ELISA [Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay], the most reliable lab technology for 
antibody testing.

This guide will help you to understand your LINX™ test results and, with the guidance of your healthcare 
practitioner, provide you with positive steps you can take in response to your results. Your course of 
action and care should be determined in consultation with a qualified healthcare professional.
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Understanding Alzheimer’s Disease and the  
Alzheimers LINX™ Test 
While genetics and family history of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) can increase the risk of developing AD, less 
than 5% of AD is associated with a direct genetic cause. An increasing body of evidence and the latest 
research is unequivocal that environmental triggers play the most influential role in the development of 
AD.

The Alzheimer’s LINX™ test measures the IgG antibody, an immune system soldier that circulates in the 
blood. Antibodies are designed by the immune system to attack a specific invader by giving them a shape 
that matches the molecular structure of the invader. When the IgG antibody comes across the invader, it 
connects to the invader like two tightly fitting puzzle pieces. In this way, your immune system is able to 
specifically target bad cells and remove them from the body.
 
Sometimes cross-reactivity occurs. Cross-reactivity takes place when the molecular structure of an 
invader is very similar to the molecular structure of healthy body tissue. Though not a perfect fit, they 
can improperly bind together like two incorrect puzzle pieces when their shapes are very similar. The risk 
of autoimmune reactivity increases when the body is in a state of constant heightened alert due to 
prolonged exposure to such invaders and continuous production of antibodies against them.

Function of the Antibody in the Immune System.

The main function of the immune system is the production 
of the antibody, a Y-shaped molecule.  Antibodies are used 
by the immune system to neutralize the harmful actions of 
bacteria, viruses, parasites and a variety of antigens.  Antigens 
are components of pathogens.  Each antibody in our blood 
is designed to bind to a specific antigen.  For example, one 
antibody is designed to bond to measles antigens, and 
another to attack and destroy herpes virus antigens.  Similarly, 
our body is also designed to produce antibodies against food 
antigens if they enter the blood in undigested form.  In this 
case, antibodies formed against food antigens bind to them 
and form complexes that are removed from the blood by 
other components of the immune system.  Overall, the human 
immune system is capable of generating about 10 billion 
different antibodies, each capable of binding to a distinct 
antigen structure.  Antibodies therefore also act like the 
immune system’s scouts.

IgG
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Decades of research has demonstrated that a particular set of cross-reactive antibodies are present in 
elevated levels in patients with Alzheimer’s disease.

The purpose of Alzheimer’s LINX™ test is to provide an analysis of various associated risk factors for AD 
by testing for these antibodies.

Positive results do not indicate that you have Alzheimer’s disease.

Alzheimer’s LINX™ test results are intended to identify the presence of elevated levels of antibodies:

• To certain environmental triggers (foods, chemicals, and pathogens) that are known to be cross-
reactive with brain-related proteins and factors and are associated in the development of AD

• That are directly reactive or cross-reactive with the proteins of the blood-brain barrier and the 
enteric (gastrointestinal) barrier to assist in the evaluation of the integrity of the BBB, and 

• That target specialized proteins in the brain and factors that promote the regeneration of 
neurons in the brain.

Reducing these environmental triggers, calming the immune system’s production of these 
antibodies, and maintaining the health of the blood-brain barrier can reduce the risk of autoimmune 
reactivity, neuroautoimmunity, and the development of Alzheimer’s disease.
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Explanation of Your Results 
The LINX™ test is divided into 7 sections. Each section and its significance are explained below.

Section 1:  Brain Proteins

Why do we test for these antibodies? Each of these five proteins: Tau Protein, Amyloid-Beta Peptide, 
Rabaptin-5, Presenilin, and Alpha-Synuclein, are essential in the maintenance or regeneration of neurons 
in the brain, and antibodies against them can play a key role in the development of Alzheimer’s disease. 
Antibodies against brain proteins may interfere with their normal function, for example antibody against 
tau protein can cause its malfunction and increase the risk for neurofibril tangles. 
 
Also, due to cross-reactivity between these brain proteins and amyloid-beta-42 (Aβ42) peptide, 
individuals with high levels of IgG antibodies against any of above proteins may be at greater risk for AD 
and other neurological disorders. This is because if any of these antibodies pass into the brain,  they can 
also interact with amyloid beta and contribute to plaque formations. 
 
Additionally, these proteins can also be found in other parts of the body. The detection of high levels of 
these antibodies may reflect immune reaction to these protein outside the brain. If these antibodies pass 
in to the brain, they may increase the risk of plaque formation due to cross reactivity. 
 
Amyloid antibodies tend to increase in Alzheimer’s patients, however, there has been scientific discussion 
over protective versus harmful influences of these antibodies on plaque formation and cognitive decline.

What if your test is positive? A positive result for any of these proteins shows that you have elevated 
antibodies against these proteins in your blood. The presence of antibodies against them may indicate 
that there is a risk of degeneration and malfunction of these proteins in the brain or interactions with 
amyloid beta due to cross reactivity in the brain.
 
If the blood-brain barrier becomes compromised, it can allow these antibodies to attack brain tissue and 
cause neurodegeneration. Topics that your healthcare professional may discuss with you include: 
  
• Cross reactive environmental antigens that may be the cause of the presence of these 

antibodies
• Lifestyle/diet changes that may reduce or eliminate these antibodies
• Supporting the health of the blood-brain barrier 
• Other courses of care recommended by your healthcare professional
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Section 2: Growth Factors

Why do we test for these antibodies? Nerve Growth Factor, Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor, 
Neurotrophins, and Somatotropin are like repairmen for the brain. They help brain cells grow during 
neural development and promote healing when the brain tissues are damaged. Research shows that 
these growth factors don’t function well in patients with Alzheimer’s disease. Without regeneration of 
neural tissues, brain functions can wither. Antibodies to these growth factors also can cross-react with 
amyloid-beta-42 and thereby can enhance the process of amyloid plaque formation, and at the same 
time, prevent the normal healing and replacement of damaged nerve cells.
  
What if your test is positive? A positive result for any of these proteins shows that you have elevated 
antibodies against these proteins in your blood. It does not indicate that these antibodies have passed 
into the brain, but a compromised blood-brain barrier can allow these antibodies to attack brain tissue, 
inhibit regeneration of neurons, and result in neurodegeneration. Long-term health and integrity of the 
blood-brain barrier is critical. Topics that your healthcare professional may discuss with you include:

• Age appropriate exercise according to your health and ability to support growth factor production 
(see the general healthcare protocols section below for more information about exercise and 
Alzheimer’s disease)

• Cognitive exercises that improve neuronal regeneration including: learning a new language dance 
classes, music lessons, and brain games

• Identifying and removing triggers of immune reactivity against Growth Factors 
• Possible cross-reactive environmental antigens and lifestyle/diet changes that can reduce or 

eliminate them (see results sections 4, 5 and 6)
• Supporting the health of the blood-brain barrier
• Other courses of care recommended by your healthcare professional
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Section 3: Enteric Nerve, Enzymes and Neurological Peptides

Why do we test for these antibodies? The enteric nervous system involves your gastrointestinal system. 
The similarity between the central (brain and spine) and enteric (gastrointestinal) nervous systems suggests 
that IgG antibody against one can affect the other and vice versa. Antibodies against Enteric Nerve, 
Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide, Tissue Transglutaminases 3 and 6, and Microbial Transglutaminase (meat/
food glue) can be indicative of a compromised gastrointestinal nervous system and have implications to 
the central nervous system. Production of antibodies against these proteins, peptides and enzymes can 
interfere with the communication between the gut, the brain, and the immune system and can increase 
the risk for development of AD.

What if your test is positive? A positive result for any of these proteins, peptides and enzymes shows that 
you have elevated IgG antibodies against them in your blood. This can be indicative of a compromised 
enteric nervous system or gut barrier. Topics that your healthcare professional may discuss with you 
include:
  
• The status of the gut microbiome
• Supporting the health of the intestinal barrier
• Supporting the integrity of the blood-brain barrier
• Elimination of transglutaminase exposure
• Possible cross-reactive environmental antigens and lifestyle/diet changes that can reduce or 

eliminate them (see results sections 4, 5 and 6)
• Other courses of care recommended by your healthcare professional

Gut barrier permeability
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Section 4: Pathogens 

Why do we test for these antibodies? A pathogen is a bacteria, virus or other microorganism that can 
cause disease. Some of the pathogens most culpable in the development of AD come from the gut. This 
is why it is vital to maintain a healthy balance of bacteria in the gut and support a strong intestinal barrier 
(see Section 3 above). The pathogens in this section (oral pathogens, Enterococcus faecalis, Escherichia 
coli and Salmonella CDT, Campylobacter jejuni CDT, Herpes Type 1) and their toxins can damage both 
gut barrier and the blood-brain barrier. It is normal for the body to produce antibodies against these 
pathogens, however, due to cross-reactivity of these pathogens with amyloid-beta and other brain 
tissues, the IgG antibodies made against them can also attack brain tissues if the blood-brain barrier 
becomes compromised. Damage from these cross-reactive attacks on brain tissues can also promote 
amyloid plaque formation, the hallmark of AD.

What if your test is positive? A positive result for any of these pathogens shows that you have elevated 
antibodies against them in your blood and possible current or prior exposure to the pathogen. Topics 
that your healthcare professional may discuss with you include:

• Addressing and eliminating the 
possible exposure to pathogens

• Addressing oral health and/or dental 
issues

• The status of the gut microbiome
• Integrity of the mucosal immune 

system and intestinal barrier
• Integrity of your blood-brain barrier
• Other courses of care recommended 

by your healthcare professional
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Section 5: Chemicals 

Why do we test for these antibodies? Some toxic chemicals and metals can circumvent the blood-
brain barrier and cause damage to the neurons in the brain. The chemicals and metals tested here, 
Aluminums, Dinitrophenyl, Ethyl and Methyl Mercury, and Phthalates may circumvent the BBB. 
However, they can also attach to human tissue proteins, forming new proteins called neoantigens. The 
most recent research published in medical journals including the Journal of AD and the International 
Journal of AD have demonstrated the role of antibodies to aluminum neoantigens as cross-reactive to 
amyloid-beta and implicate the risk of aluminum in the development of AD. These antibodies can also 
misfold these proteins into a form that mimics amyloid-beta. When this happens, in addition to the 
neuronal damage they can cause if they circumvent the blood brain barrier, they are also a source of 
the production of cross-reactive antibodies that, if the BBB is compromised, may attack brain tissue or 
contribute to amyloid plaque formation. When brain tissues are attacked, the damage to them can lead 
to neurodegeneration.

What if your test is positive?   A positive result for any of these chemicals shows that you have elevated 
antibodies against neoantigens formed when these chemicals have bound to tissue. It can indicate prior 
exposure to the chemical and current immune reaction to the exposure. Topics that your healthcare 
professional may discuss with you include: 

• eliminating exposure to these chemicals (Appendix A at the end of this guide provides a list of 
common sources of exposure.) 

• ensure a healthy functioning blood-brain barrier
• Immune modulation
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Section 6: Foods Cross-Reactive to Amyloid Beta

Why do we test for these antibodies?  Egg Yolk proteins, Lentil and Pea Lectins, Canned Tuna, Hazelnut 
and Cashew Vicilin, Scallops, Squid, Cow’s Milk Caseins, a-Gliadin, Gliadin Toxic Peptide and Non-Gluten 
Wheat Proteins have similar protein structures as amyloid-beta. Because of this, if your body is sensitive 
to these foods, and therefore produces antibodies against them, the antibodies produced against the 
food can cause the immune system to attack both the food and, if the blood-brain barrier is compromised, 
attack amyloid-beta in the brain. Amyloid-beta attacks may contribute to amyloid plaque formation, and 
the development of Alzheimer’s Disease.  

What if your test is positive?   A positive result for any of these cross-reactive foods shows that you have 
elevated antibodies against them and are indicative of a food sensitivity to these foods. Topics that your 
healthcare professional may discuss with you include:

• The status of the gut microbiome
• Supporting the health of the intestinal barrier
• Supporting the integrity of the blood-brain barrier
• Elimination of reactive foods from your diet 
• Possible cross-reactive environmental antigens and lifestyle/diet changes that can reduce or 

eliminate them 
• Other courses of care recommended by your healthcare professional
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Section 7:  Blood-Brain Barrier and Neurofilaments

Why do we test for these antibodies?  The blood-brain barrier (BBB) is a physical barrier formed 
by the arrangement of various proteins and cells that line the capillaries which supply blood to the 
brain. It is a specially designed, highly selective barrier that only allows certain molecules to pass in 
the blood to the brain. A healthy blood-brain barrier blocks the antigens that can attack the brain and 
cause neurodegeneration. Broken or compromised blood-brain barrier has been identified in patients 
with early stage of cognitive decline. Once this barrier has been breached, especially due to cross-
reactive antibodies, neurodegeneration may follow. The importance of this part of the brain cannot be 
over-emphasized. BBB protein, Claudin-5, Aquaporin-4 and Neurofilament Protein are major proteins 
involved in the structure and maintenance of the BBB. Production of antibodies against these BBB 
proteins may unlock the barrier to neurological disorders.  

What if your test is positive?   A positive result for any of these proteins shows that you have elevated 
antibodies against the proteins in the structure of the blood-brain barrier. The integrity of  your blood-
brain barrier is of the utmost importance. Topics that your healthcare professional may discuss with you 
include:

• Confirming the status of the 
blood-brain barrier

• Supporting the health of the 
blood-brain barrier

• Addressing the presence of 
known cross-reactive antibodies

• Lifestyle/diet changes that 
may reduce or eliminate these 
antibodies

• Other courses of care 
recommended by your 
healthcare professional
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General Brain Health Information
Your healthcare professional will recommend a customized protocol based on your clinical presentation, 
medical history, and lab results. For the prevention and management of neurological disorders it is vital 
to heal, maintain and protect both the blood-brain barrier and the intestinal barrier. When one is broken, 
it leads to dysfunction in the other. Therefore, if your Alzheimer’s LINX™ test has elevated results, you 
may be put on a specific protocol for your barriers.

Stress can have harmful effects on the digestive and immune systems and must be managed. Your 
healthcare professional may implement a stress reduction program that fits your lifestyle and health 
status. This may include simply daily walks, yoga, meditation/prayer, deep breathing exercise, counseling, 
and conflict resolution.

Exercise is another lifestyle adjustment that may be recommended. Based on your needs this may include 
low-impact, moderate exercise, such as a brisk walk, or short bursts of high intensity exercise. Like with 
most chronic disorders, there is no one-size-fits-all protocol when it comes to exercise and neurological 
disorders. A 2015 study on exercise and Alzheimer’s Disease noted that, “While the best [physical exercise] 
regimen for AD patients has yet to be defined, there is increasing evidence that multicomponent training 
(involving aerobic, muscle strength, and power and balance/ coordination exercises) provides important 
health benefits in this population.”1

Your healthcare professional may advise you on the right type of exercise that fits your needs.

Pathogens thrive in an inflammatory, low-oxygen environment. Your healthcare professional may 
recommend protocols that will boost your immune system to eliminate the pathogen, and/or change the 
environment so that the pathogen cannot survive. Such protocols may entail anti-pathogen medication, 
dietary supplements, deep breathing exercises, acupuncture, or other therapies.

Chemical exposure is more common than many believe. Chemical exposure in and of itself may not be 
as damaging as when chemicals are combined with human tissues and create an immune reaction. First, 
become educated on common products that contain the chemical you need to avoid. Clear your home, 
food and work environments of the offending chemical. We have provided short lists of items above 
to assist you in understanding where exposure may occur. You can find more information through the 
following resources:

• Household Products Database - compiled by the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services 
(www.hhs.gov)

• Toxic Substances Portal - compiled by the Agency for Toxic Substances & Disease Registry  
(www.atsdr.cdc.gov)

• Occupational Safety and Health Administration - provides information on potential workplace 
exposures to toxic chemicals (www.osha.gov)

Your healthcare professional may also make recommendations to support your body’s ability to clear the 
chemicals.

Dietary protocols and modifications may be recommended. Alzheimer’s LINX™ assesses immune 
reactivity to specific food proteins that were shown to have cross-reactivity with amyloid-beta. If you 
have elevated levels of antibodies to these foods, avoid exposure to them. Your healthcare professional 
may recommend additional food immune reactivity testing, for optimal outcome, or prescribe a diet that 
fits your clinical presentation.

1. From Paillard, et al. Protective Effects of Physical Exercise in Alzheimer’s Disease and Parkinson’s Disease: A Narrative Review. Journal of Clinical 
Neurology, 2015; 11(3):212-219.
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In Closing 
The Cyrex Alzheimer’s LINX™ test is a valuable tool and important investment for your health and well-
being. The test is not just a set of biomarkers, it is a guideline for life. The results provide your healthcare 
professional significant information that can be used to reduce known risk factors for Alzheimer’s disease. 
Please direct any additional questions you may have about your Alzheimer’s LINX™ test results and your 
protocols to your healthcare professional.

The picture presented by this test is likely to change with time due to various environmental and internal 
factors. Therefore we recommend annual re-testing of the Alzheimer’s LINX™ in consultation with your 
healthcare practitioner.

This panel is not a test of all the contributing factors that may result in neurodegeneration, cognitive decline and/
or Alzheimer’s disease (AD). It tests key antigens with higher risk factor. Low risk, cross-reactive antigens may still 
result in the development of Neurodegeneration and AD. Similarly, the biomarkers of Blood Brain Barrier and brain 
tissue proteins tested in this panel, are not all inclusive but are limited to those at higher risk of cross reactivity 
and thus development of AD. Therefore, testing negative to biomarkers in this panel, does not mean that a person 
will not develop neurodegeneration but only that the risk from the tested antigens are low at the time of testing.
Similarly, testing positive to biomarkers, may not mean that cognitive decline and AD shall develop in the future. 
It means that you are at a higher risk of those antigens triggering an inflammatory response in the brain, given 
certain conditions and circumstances. This is not a diagnostic test for Alzheimer’s or cognitive decline, but rather it 
is a risk assessment of key potential contributing factors.
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APPENDIX A 
Common Chemical Exposure Sources

Aluminum is used to make beverage cans, antiperspirants, pots and pans, airplanes, siding and roofing, 
and common kitchen foil among many other commonly used household items. Powdered aluminum 
metal is also often used in explosives and fireworks.

Aluminum compounds may be added during processing of foods, such as flour, baking powder, coloring 
agents and anti-caking agents. Surprisingly, an average adult in the United States eats about 7-9 mg of 
aluminum per day in their food. However, unprocessed foods like fresh fruits, vegetables, and meat 
contain very little aluminum.

Consumer health and beauty products containing aluminum include antacids, astringents, buffered 
aspirin, food additives, antiperspirants and cosmetics. Antacids have 300-600 mg aluminum hydroxide 
(approximately 104-208 mg of aluminum) per tablet, capsule, or 5 milliliter (mL) liquid dose. Little of this 
form of aluminum is taken up into the bloodstream. Buffered aspirin may contain 10-20 mg of aluminum 
per tablet. If your medications contain aluminum, consult with your doctor about possible alternatives 
that do not contain aluminum.

Consumer products that may contain aluminum include:

Dinitrophenyl is used in insecticides, ovicides, acaricides, fungicides, herbicides and some medical 
therapies.  
How can you be exposed? - Use of bug sprays and antifungal products. Working in woodworking or wood 
finishing and photo development industries. Making of fireworks or explosives.

Consumer products that may contain dinitrophenyl include:

• antiperspirants
• deodorants
• cosmetics
• cookware
• pots and pans
• tap water 
• soda cans
• toothpaste
• nasal sprays
• dental amalgams
• cigarette filters

• pesticides
• aluminum foil
• vaccines
• medications
• antacids
• aspirin
• food additives
• coloring agents
• anticaking agents
• processed cheese
• table salt

• baking powders
• pickles
• bleached flour
• prepared dough
• cake mixes
• non-dairy creamers
• vanilla powders
• some donuts and waffles
• infant formula

• anti-fungal creams
• gardening sprays

• bug sprays
• antiseptics

• photographic developer 
• sulfur dyes
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Ethyl + Methyl Mercury exposures are most often discussed as coming from the consumption of large 
fish, and via certain dental amalgams. Indeed, the most common way people in the USA are exposed to 
mercury is by eating fish containing methylmercury. Other exposures may result from using or breaking 
products containing mercury. Mercury is used in thermometers, barometers, float valves, mercury 
switches (silent light switches), and other devices. It is also found in dental amalgams, energy-efficient 
light bulbs, and is used in scientific research applications.
   
How can you be exposed? - High large fish consumption, dental work and working in recycling plants.

Consumer products that may contain Ethyl or Methyl Mercury include:

Phthalates are used as plasticizers which can be found in PVC (polyvinyl chloride), where they are added 
to impart flexibility and other desirable properties. Phthalate-containing PVC products include a variety 
of industrial and commercial products, as well as specialized medical and dental applications. Phthalates 
are found in consumer products such as construction materials, electrical wires and cables, automotive 
parts, clothing, and furniture.

How can you be exposed? - Phthalates come from multiple sources including air, water, food, soil, and 
sediments. Many small children and infants are at risk for exposure to phthalates because of the direct 
exposure from toys and teethers.

Consumer products that may contain phthalates include:

• shark
• swordfish
• king mackerel
• tilefish
• orange roughy
• marlin

• tuna
• American lobster
• cod
• Spanish mackerel
• high fructose corn syrup
• sodium benzoate

• artificial food coloring
• mercury light switches
• long-life lightbulbs
• thermometers
• dental amalgams

• toys
• vinyl flooring
• wall coverings
• detergents
• lubricating oils

• food packaging
• pharmaceuticals
• blood bags and tubing 
• nail polish 
• hair sprays 

• aftershave lotions 
• soaps 
• shampoos 
• perfumes
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APPENDIX B 
Egg Yolk sources:

Lentil Lectin + Pea Lectin  sources:

Canned Tuna sources:

Hazelnut Vicilin + Cashew Vicilin sources:

Scallops + Squid  sources:

Caseins sources:

a-Gliadin + Gliadin Toxic Peptide  sources:

Non-Gluten Wheat Proteins sources:

• omelets
• soufflés
• food glazes
• meatloaf
• French toast

• quiche
• protein drinks
• bakery goods
• mayonnaise
• pudding

• spa skin treatments
• spa hair conditioners
• cocktails

• lentils
• green peas

• veggie burgers
• soups

• protein powders
• fillers in supplements

• restaurant or deli tuna salads

• nut sauces
• Nutella®
• mixed nuts

• veggie burgers
• hummus
• non-dairy cheese

• nut milks
• amaretto

• seafood soups and sauces

• Milk products including cheese, butter, yogurt, ice cream, etc.

• Wheat products including flour, bread, cookies, cake, pasta, pie crust, shampoo, lotions, etc.

• Wheat products including flour, bread, cookies, cake, pasta, pie crust, shampoo, lotions, etc.
• To learn more about wheat and gluten products and the gluten-free lifestyle, please visit Gluten 

Intolerance Group of North America (https://gluten.org/)
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